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Reversal of long-term potentiation by low-frequency stim- 
ulation is often referred to as depotentiation. However, it is 
not clear whether depotentiation induced by low-frequency 
stimulation and long-term depression (LTD) induced by 
similar stimuli are distinct phenomena. We have performed 
a series of experiments in area CA1 of rat hippocampal 
slices in which a single pattern of theta-burst (TB) stimu- 
lation (Larson, et al., 1986; Staubli and Lynch, 1987) was 
found to produce either LTP or reversal of LTP depending 
on the intensity of the stimulation. TB stimulation (10 trains 
consisting of 4 pulses at 100 Hz, 200 msec apart) delivered 
at test pulse-intensity induced LTP. However, the same 
stimulation delivered at a higher intensity (10 times that of 
the test pulse, evoking a maximal response) did not induce 
LTP or depression of control responses, but produced last- 
ing depression of previously potentiated responses. This 
reversal of LTP (TB depotentiation) was observed when the 
stimulus was delivered between 0.5 and 110 min after in- 
duction of LTP. TB depotentiation was reversible, cumula- 
tive and saturable when high-intensity TB trains were de- 
livered in succession. TB depotentiation was also blocked 
by antagonists at NMDA receptors. Low-frequency (1 Hz) 
stimulation induced LTD, indicating that responses were 
not already maximally depressed. In addition, high-inten- 
sity TB stimulation did not reverse LTD. These results sug- 
gest that depotentiation induced by maximal TB stimula- 
tion and LTD induced by low-frequency stimulation are dis- 
tinct phenomena, yet share some characteristics common 
to forms synaptic plasticity mediated by NMDA receptor 
activation. 

[Key words: long-term potent&don, long-term depres- 
sion, depotentiation, theta-burst, NMDA receptor, hippo- 
campus] 

While long-term potentiation (LTP) has been studied as a can- 
didate learning mechanism for some time, it has only recently 
become apparent that this increase in synaptic strength is re- 
versible. Long-term decreases in synaptic strength (long-term 
depression; LTD) may provide a mechanism of “forgetting,” 
and prevent saturation of the storage capacity of the network. A 
great deal has been learned recently about the mechanisms in- 
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volved in the induction and expression of LTD (Dudek and Bear, 
1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 1992; Malenka and Nicoll, 1993; 
Mulkey et al., 1993; Bear and Malenka, 1994; Linden, 1994). 
Interestingly, many of the same requirements for induction of 
LTP (e.g., NMDA receptor activation and calcium influx) are 
also required for induction of LTD (reviewed in Bear and Mal- 
enka, 1994; Linden, 1994). This implies that subtle differences 
in activation conditions can result in very different changes in 
synaptic strength. 

“Depotentiation” refers to the reversal of synaptic strength 
from the potentiated state to pre-LTP levels. Depotentiation has 
received considerably less attention than LTD, perhaps because 
depotentiation is often induced with the same low-frequency 
stimuli that can also depress naive synapses. Therefore, it has 
not been clear that depotentiation and LTD are distinct phenom- 
ena. Low-frequency stimulation may depress potentiated re- 
sponses, while producing little (Barrioneuvo et al., 1980; Fujii 
et al., 1991) or no (Staubli and Lynch, 1990; Larson et al., 1993; 
Bortolotto et al., 1994; O’Dell and Kandel, 1994) depression of 
control responses. However, since similar low-frequency stim- 
ulation can depress control responses under some circumstances, 
the reason LTD was not observed in these studies is unclear 
(Bear and Malenka, 1994). For example, recent studies suggest 
that the expression of LTD versus depotentiation is dependent 
on the age of the animal; LTD and depotentiation were observed 
in young animals, but only depotentiation was observed in adult 
animals (Dudek and Bear, 1993; O’Dell and Kandel, 1994). This 
distinction would be made clearer if it could be shown that a 
stimulus protocol induces depression of potentiated responses 
but not control responses, in a preparation where depression of 
control responses (by low-frequency stimulation) is robust. 

We have studied the effects of low- and high-intensity theta- 
burst (TB) stimulation in area CA1 of rat hippocampal slices. 
In light of previous reports (Larson and Lynch, 1986; Larson et 
al., 1986; Diamond et al., 1988) we expected that TB stimulation 
above a certain intensity would always induce LTI? However, 
while low-intensity TB stimulation did induce saturable LTP, 
high-intensity TB stimulation unexpectedly produced no lasting 
change of control responses. Instead, high-intensity TB stimu- 
lation induced lasting depotentiation of previously potentiated 
responses. In contrast, low-frequency stimulation produced LTD 
of control responses, demonstrating that control responses were 
not fully depressed. This observation distinguishes depotentia- 
tion from LTD in a preparation where LTD is robust (Barrion- 
uevo, et al., 1980; Staubli and Lynch, 1990; Fujii et al., 1991; 
Dudek and Bear, 1993; O’Dell and Kandel, 1994). Like both 
LTP and LTD (reviewed in Malenka and Nicoll, 1993), TB de- 
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Figure I. High-intensity theta-burst 
(TB) stimulation does not induce long- 
term potentiation (LTP). Each point 
represents the mean + SEM of respec- 
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tive time points from identical experi- 
ments. Responses were recorded once 
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per minute for IO min, at which time a 
high-intensity TB train (heavy arrow) 
was delivered. High-intensity TB stim- 
ulation did not induce potentiation or 
depression of responses measured at 40 
min (95 + 11% baseline, n = 8; p = 
0.24, paired t test). In addition, high- 
intensity TB stimulation did not inter- 

200 fere with subsequent potentiation by a 
low-intensity (&shed arrow) TB train 
(response measured at 70 min, 138 ? 
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sured over a fixed 600 psec time win- 
dow during the near-linear rising phase 
of the response (delineated by the par- 
allel dashed lines). Waveforms A +B il- 
lustrate the overlay of responses before 
and after high-intensity TB stimulation 
(baseline recording denoted by small 
arrow at the base of the waveform). 

60 Waveforms A +C illustrate the poten- 
tiated response superimposed upon the 
baseline response. 

potentiation was saturable, and was prevented by blockade of 
NMDA receptors. Incremental increases in stimulus intensity re- 
sulted in graded decreases in potentiation and parallel graded 
increases in depotentiation. Thus, similar patterns of stimulation 
can induce or reverse LTP when low- or high-intensity stimuli 
are delivered, respectively. 

Materials and Methods 
Slice preparation. Hippocampal slices (625 pm) were prepared from 
15-22 d old male Sprague-Dawley rats. Rats were anesthetized with 
halothane, decapitated, and hippocampi were dissected free. Transverse 
slices were cut on a McIlwain tissue chopper in a temporal to septal 
direction, and incubated for at least an hour in artificial cerebral spinal 
fluid (ACSF) warmed to 26°C and bubbled with 95% O,, 5% CO, (pH 
7.4). Slices were then transferred to a submerged recording chamber 
oerfused at 2 ml/min with warmed (3632°C) oxvgenated ACSF of the 
lame composition (111~): 120 NaCi, 3.3 Kdl, 1:23 NaH,PO,, 25 Na- 
HCO,, 0.9 MgSO,, 2.0 CaCI,, and 10 dextrose. The drugs D(-)-2- 
amino-5-phosphonovalerate (D-APV) and 7-chlorokynurenic acid (7- 
CK) (Research Biochemicals International, Natick, MA) were prepared 
in stock solutions (lo-100 mM), and then dissolved in ACSE We com- 
bined the noncompetitive antagonist 7-CK (Kemp et al., 1988) with the 
competitive antagonist D-APV (Collingridge, et al., 1988) to ensure 
effective blockade of the NMDA receptor during high-intensity TB 
stimulation. 

Stimulation and recording protocols. A monopolar tungsten stimu- 
lating electrode was placed in stratum radiatum to activate the Schaffer 
collateral pathway projecting to CAI; in some experiments a second 
stimulating electrode was placed in stratum radiatum to activate a par- 
allel pathway. Glass microelectrodes filled with 150 mu NaCl (2-10 
MR) were positioned in stratum radiatum to record field potential re- 
sponses. Test pulse stimuli (between 50 and 90 pA; 0.1 msec square 
pulses) were delivered to evoke a population excitatory postsynaptic 
potential (pEPSP) slope of approximately 30 V/set. On average, this 
value was 30% of the maximal response (data not shown); each slice 
was tested to insure that test responses were not maximal. Maximal 
responses were evoked between 500 and 900 pA (10 times the test 
pulse-intensity). Responses were evoked once per minute at test pulse- 

intensity until a stable baseline was maintained (usually 15 min). LTP 
was elicited bv delivering 10 minitrains (four pulses at 100 Hz) 200 
msec apart, at test pulse-iitensity. Responses were recorded for at least 
60 min afterwards. Signals were amplified using a WPI model 750 dual 
probe amplifier, and responses were displayed and stored on magnetic 
disk using a Nicolet 310 digital oscilloscope (digitization rate 50 kHz). 
Post-train epileptiform activity was monitored using a chart recorder. 
The slope of the pEPSP was measured using the oscilloscope cursors 
(no fitting routine was employed) over a fixed 600 psec time window 
during the near-linear rising phase of the response (Fig. 1). 

For depotentiation experiments, a maximal-intensity (10X) TB stim- 
ulation was delivered at various time points after the induction of LTI? 
Percentage depotentiation was measured as [A pEPSP slope of poten- 
tiated response - A in pEPSP slope poststimulation/A pEPSP slope of 
potentiated response] X 100. In experiments testing the effect of high- 
intensity TB on LTD, LTD was induced in CA1 by delivering two series 
of 600 pulses at 1 Hz (test pulse-intensity), separated by a 10 min 
interval. A high-intensity TB stimulus was then given to the same path- 
way 10 min later. LTD was measured as percentage change over bas- 
eline in pEPSP slope at 1 hr. All values are expressed as mean + SEM. 
Statistical comparisons were made using paired or independent Stu- 
dent’s t test or one-way ANOVA where appropriate. 

Results 

High-intensity TB stimulation does not induce LTP 
In the first set of experiments we confirmed that theta-burst stim- 
ulation at test intensity (which evoked a response about 30% of 
the maximum response) reliably induced robust long-term po- 
tentiation, similar to that reported previously by others (Larson 
and Lynch, 1986; Larson et al., 1986; Diamond et al., 1988). 
Unexpectedly, however, we found that increasing the stimulus 
intensity to 10 times test intensity (which evoked a maximal 
response) did not induce LTI? This finding is illustrated in Figure 
1, where high- and low-intensity TB stimulation are delivered 
sequentially to the same pathway. High-intensity TB stimulation 
induced no lasting change in synaptic transmission (pEPSP slope 
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In a second set of experiments we tested the effect of low- 
and high-intensity TB stimulation on two independent pathways. 
Two stimulating electrodes were placed in the Schaffer collat- 
eral/commissural pathway; independent pathways were con- 
firmed by the absence of paired-pulse facilitation between elec- 
trodes at test pulse-intensity. First, low-intensity TB stimulation 
was delivered to one pathway, and this resulted in an increase 
in pEPSP slope of 158 t 9% of baseline values (n = 13; p < 
0.0001). TB stimulation was then given 30 min later to the ad- 
jacent pathway at 10 times the test-pulse intensity. This did not 
induce LTP in this pathway (106 & 6% of baseline, n = 13; p 
= 0.31). High-intensity TB stimulation did not significantly alter 
the potentiated response in the other pathway @ = 0.54), (data 
not shown). 

In a separate group of experiments the order of high- and low- 
intensity TB stimulation were reversed, to determine whether 
high-intensity TB in one pathway prevented subsequent induc- 
tion of LTP in the other. As in the previous experiments, LTP 
was not induced in the pathway receiving a high-intensity TB 
stimulus (105 -t 8% of baseline, n = 10; p = 0.39). However, 
responses recorded from the adjacent pathway were potentiated 
secondarily by the high-intensity TB stimulus (157 +- 9% bas- 
eline, n = 10; p < 0.05). Because LTP is pathway specific 
(reviewed in Bliss and Collingridge, 1993) we suspected that 
this apparent “heterosynaptic” potentiation resulted from stim- 
ulus spread occurring with the high-intensity stimulus. This sus- 
picion was confirmed by the observation that paired-pulse fa- 
cilitation occurred between the two pathways when the stimulus 
intensity was increased to 10 times the test intensity. 

High-intensity TB stimulation reverses LTP 

The results of this first set of experiments suggested that increas- 
ing the intensity of theta-pattern stimulation prevents induction 
of LTP We next tested whether high-intensity TB stimulation 
disrupts the maintenance of preestablished LTP In these exper- 
iments low-intensity TB stimulation, which induced LTP, was 
followed at various intervals by high-intensity TB stimulation. 
Potentiated responses were persistently depotentiated when 
high-intensity stimulation was delivered between 30 set and 30 
min following the induction of LTI? After 60 min, slices that did 
not receive high-intensity TB stimulation were potentiated 146 
? 6% of baseline (IZ = 10). Separate groups of slices that did 
receive high-intensity TB stimulation at time points between 30 
set and 30 min were not significantly potentiated at 60 min 
compared to the control group [time, mean & SEM% of base- 
line (n): 30 set, 111 ? 6% (6); 1 min, 123 1 8% (8); 3 mitt, 
110 ? 3% (5); 5 min, 112 ? 7% (6); 10 min, 111 ? 10% (4); 
15 min, 94 + 9% (5); 30 mitt, 99 ? 4% (6); one-way ANOVA, 
df = 8, F = 5.3, p < 0.001; all pairwise multiple comparisons 
between control LTP and LTP followed by high-intensity TB 
stimulation at designated time points, p < 0.05, Student New- 
man Keuls method]. Taken together, these results indicate that 
high-intensity TB stimulation does not prevent subsequent in- 
duction of LTP, but does inhibit maintenance of preestablished 
LTP 

Depression of potentiated responses could result from a patho- 
logical consequence of the high-intensity stimulation; the pro- 
cess of long-term depression (LTD) superimposed on LTP; or 
from a separate process that reverses the expression of LTP (de- 
potentiation). In order to rule out the first of these possibilities, 
we first saturated LTP by delivering three low-intensity TB trains 
(Fig. 2, bottom). [The response 10 min after the third TB train 
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Figure 2. High-intensity TB stimulation depresses potentiated (but not 
control) responses in a reversible manner. Top (triangles), Time course 
illustrating that high-intensity TB stimulation does not depress control 
responses. Responses were recorded once per minute for 35 min, at 
which time a high-intensity TB train @envy nrrow) was delivered to 
the same pathway; responses were not significantly different from bas- 
eline 80 min later (92 + 11% of baseline, n = 6; p= 0.6, paired t test). 
Middle (squares), Time course demonstrating that saturated LTP re- 
mains stable. Three low-intensity TB trains delivered in control slices 
induced LTP that decayed slightly for approximately 30 min and was 
stable thereafter (165 k 11% of baseline after 120 min; n = 5; p < 
0.001, paired t test). In these experiments, one high-intensity TB train 
delivered 110 min after LTP induction depressed the potentiated re- 
sponse to 132 +- 9% of baseline (n = 5; p < 0.05 compared to poten- 
tiated responses, paired t test; data not shown). Bottom (circles), TB 
depotentiation is reversible. LTP was saturated by delivering three low- 
intensity TB trains (first set dashed arrows; 170 k 7% of control, n = 
5); 15 min after saturation, a high-intensity TB train was given to the 
potentiated pathway (heavy arrow), and LTP was reversed by 54 C 9% 
(n = 5). Responses could be repotentiated with subsequent low-intensity 
TB trains (second set dashed arrows; resaturated LTP 179 + 16% of 
control; n = 5; p = 0.56 compared to initial LTP, paired 1 test). The 
ability to resaturate LTP at the previous level rules out the possibility 
that depotentiation is the result of nonspecific tissue damage, and shows 
that depotentiation is reversible. Each point represents the mean 2 
SEM of respective time points from identical experiments. 

95 ? 11% of baseline; IZ = 8, p = 0.24 after 30 min). LTP was 
induced in the same pathway, however, by TB stimulation de- 
livered at test intensity (138 + 13% of baseline; n = 8, p < 
0.01 after 30 min). These results suggest that high-intensity stim- 
ulation fails to induce LTP but does not prevent later induction 
of LTP in the same pathway. 
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was not significantly potentiated compared to that following the 
second (LTP:, 152 & 9%; LTP,, 173 ? 10%; LTP,, 170 + 7%, 
II = 6; LTP, compared to LTP,, p < 0.05; LTP, compared to 
LTP,, p = OS), confirming that LTP was saturated]. Following 
saturation of LTP a single high-intensity TB train was delivered 
to produce depression. If depression resulted from an actual re- 
versal of LTP we expected that we would be able to resaturate 
LTP with additional low-intensity TB trains (Mulkey and Mal- 
enka, 1993). This was indeed the case, as additional low-inten- 
sity trains returned responses to their previously saturated levels 
(Fig. 2, bottom; resaturated LTP, 179 ? 16% of baseline; n = 
6; p = 0.56). In fact, LTP apparently resaturated following the 
first train (Fig. 2, bottom). Three low-intensity TB trains deliv- 
ered in control slices induced LTP that decayed slightly for ap- 
proximately 30 min and was stable thereafter (16.5 f 11% of 
baseline after 120 min; IZ = 5; p < 0.001; Fig. 2, middle). In 
these experiments, one high-intensity TB train delivered even 
after 100 min depressed the potentiated response to 132 + 9% 
of baseline (n = 5; p < 0.05 compared to potentiated responses; 
data not shown). These results demonstrate that like LTP and 
LTD, TB depotentiation can be reversed. 

As was shown previously (Fig. l), control responses were not 
depressed by high-intensity TB stimulation (Fig. 2, top; response 
80 min post-high-intensity TB, 92 ? 11% of baseline, n = 6; 
p = 0.6). This suggested that reversal of LTP by high-intensity 
TB stimulation was distinct from LTD. However, in order to 
definitively distinguish depotentiation from LTD, it was neces- 
sary to demonstrate that control responses had the potential to 
become depressed in these slices; that is, that they could express 
LTD. In addition, it seemed reasonable to test the possibility that 
high-intensity TB stimulation could also reverse LTD. Both of 
these questions were addressed in a set of experiments where 
low frequency, low-intensity stimulation (LFS, 1 Hz, 600 pulses) 
was followed by high-intensity TB stimulation. LFS induced sig- 
nificant, persistent LTD, as previously reported (Fig. 3, top; re- 
sponse 80 min following low-frequency stimulation, 45 + 15% 
baseline, n = 5; p < 0.05) (Dunwiddie and Lynch, 1978; Dudek 
and Bear, 1992). High-intensity TB stimulation following LTD 
induction did not reverse low-frequency-induced depression 
(Fig. 3, bottom; response 70 min following high-intensity TB, 
32 -t 12% of baseline, IZ = 6; p < 0.001). These results dem- 
onstrated that control responses could be depressed by low-fre- 
quency stimulation, but not by high-intensity TB stimulation. In 
addition, they show that high-intensity TB stimulation reverses 
LTP but not LTD. This last result supports the results of previous 
studies which indicate that the mechanisms involved in the 
maintenance of LTP and LTD are different, despite the similar 
requirements for induction (Malinow et al., 1988; Mulkey et al., 
1993). 

The previous experiments indicated that depotentiation in- 
duced by high-intensity TB stimulation is a form of synaptic 
plasticity which is different from LTP and LTD. We performed 
additional experiments to determine if this form of plasticity 
shares any characteristics of LTP and LTD. Both LTP and LTD 
can be induced cumulatively; that is, multiple high- or low-fre- 
quency trains produce cumulative potentiation or depression un- 
til a saturation point is reached (Mulkey and Malenka, 1992). 
We therefore tested the effect of multiple high-intensity TB 
trains on potentiated responses. As shown in Figure 4 (top), 
multiple high-intensity TB trains induced cumulative depoten- 
tiation; after three such trains the response was depressed to the 
prepotentiated (control) level (response 20 min after third de- 
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Figure 3. High-intensity TB stimulation does not reverse long-term 
depression (LTD). Top, LTD was induced by delivering two low-fre- 
quency stimulus (LFS) trains (1 Hz for 10 min, designated by bars), 
and responses remained depressed for 80 min (45 + 15% baseline, n 
= 5; p < 0.05, paired t test). Bottom, In a separate group of experi- 
ments, a high-intensity TB train delivered 10 min after the second LFS 
train (heavy arrow) did not reverse LTD (33 k 13% of baseline, IZ = 
6; p < 0.001, paired t test); LTD followed by a high-intensity TB was 
not significantly different from control LTD (p = 0.45, independent t 
test). Each point represents the mean 5 SEM of respective time points 
from identical experiments. 

potentiation stimulus, 108 2 14% of baseline, n = 5; p = 0.3). 
It was evident that the first high-intensity TB train induced more 
depotentiation than the subsequent trains, such that the third train 
induced very little additional depotentiation. These results indi- 
cate that, like LTP and LTD, depotentiation induced by high- 
intensity TB stimulation is cumulative and saturable, with the 
level of transmission at saturation being the prepotentiated level. 

Both LTP and LTD require activation of NMDA receptors for 
induction (Collingridge et al., 1983; Stringer and Guyenet, 1983; 
Coan et al., 1987; Dudek and Bear, 1992; Mulkey and Malenka, 
1992). We therefore tested the possibility that depotentiation also 
required NMDA receptor activation. In these experiments the 
NMDA receptor antagonists D-APV and 7-CK were present 
when multiple high-intensity TB trains were delivered. Addition 
of D-APV and 7-CK alone slightly depressed pEPSPs, suggest- 
ing that NMDA receptors contributed to test responses (Fig. 4, 
bottom). As is shown in Figure 4, depotentiation was not in- 
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Figure 4. TB depotentiation is cumulative, saturable, and is blocked 
by NMDA recentor antagonists. TOD. LTP was induced (sinale dashed 
&rows), at which time tiree successive high-intensity TB tyains were 
delivered at 20 min intervals (heavy arrows); depotentiation accumu- 
lated with each stimulation, and approached saturation near the prepo- 
tentiated level (108 + 14% of baseline, n = 5; p = 0.3, paired t test). 
Bottom, Multiple trains given in the presence of D-APV and 7-CK (bar 
indicates duration of bath application) did not induce depotentiation 
(response at 35 min, 153 + 18% of baseline; at 100 min, 150 + 8% 
of baseline, n = 5; p = 0.7, paired t test). Control responses were 
slightly depressed with application of NMDA receptor antagonists. Each 
point represents the mean & SEM of respective time points from iden- 
tical experiments. 

duced by high-intensity TB trains in the presence of D-APV and 
7-CK (15 min after saturation of LTP, 153 ? 18% of baseline, 
n = 5, p < 0.001; 20 min after third high-intensity TB train in 
the presence of NMDA antagonists, 150 + 8% of baseline, n 
= 5; p = 0.7). Thus TB depotentiation, like LTP and LTD, 
requires activation of NMDA receptors. 

The previous experiments indicated that low-intensity TB 
stimulation induced LTP, whereas high-intensity TB stimulation 
reversed LTI? We therefore tested a range of intensities for both 
induction of LTP and depotentiation by TB stimulation, to de- 
termine whether induction of these forms of TB-induced plas- 
ticity was graded with respect to stimulus intensity. As shown 
in Figure 5 (open triangles), the magnitude of depotentiation 
(expressed as percentage depotentiation; see Materials and 

Methods) by TB stimulation increased with increasing stimulus 
intensity. Although TB stimulation at five times the test-intensity 
induced depression of potentiated responses, this decrease was 
not significantly greater than the normal decrement of responses 
following saturation of LTP (Fig. 5, open triangles; percentage 
change in potentiation following 1X TB stimulation, 3 + 15%, 
n = 11; following 5X TB stimulation: 39 & 14%, n = 6; p = 

0.14). Significant depotentiation occurred at 10X intensity (54 
+- 9%, n = 5; p = 0.046), while TB depotentiation at 15 times 
the test-intensity induced even greater depotentiation, complete- 
ly returning responses to the control level (percentage depoten- 
tiation, 15X, 107 ? ll%, rz = 6; p < 0.001). 

As shown in Figure 5 (solid squares), the magnitude of LTP 
was graded downward with respect to stimulus intensity. TB 
stimulation at test intensity (1 X) resulted in potentiation to 167 
2 17% of the baseline. TB stimulation at 5 times intensity in- 
duced less LTP than 1 X (130 2 11% of baseline, IZ = 5, p = 

O.lO), while 10 times intensity failed to induce LTP (105 t 
14% of baseline, n = 10; p < 0.05 compared to 1 X). These 
results suggest that both induction of LTP and depotentiation by 
TB stimulation are graded with respect to stimulus intensity. 
Furthermore, the stimulus threshold for either the failure to in- 
duce LTP, or the reversal of LTP, converges at 10 times the test 
pulse-intensity. 

Afterdischarges often accompanied high-intensity TB stimu- 
lation during depotentiation experiments. In the final set of ex- 
periments we differentiated between the effects of the stimula- 
tion and afterdischarge by elevating the extracellular Ca2+ con- 
centration to eliminate the afterdischarge. When the Ca2+ 
concentration was raised to 4.0 mM during the high-intensity TB 
train, depotentiation occurred in the absence of afterdischarges 
(Fig. 6). Under these conditions depotentiation was in fact sig- 
nificantly greater than that in standard (2.0 mM Ca*+) ACSF 
(percentage depotentiation: 2.0 mM Ca*+, 54 ? 9%, II = 5; 4 
mu Ca*+, 81 + 5%, n = 6; p < 0.05). These results indicate 
that afterdischarges are not required for depotentiation. In ad- 
dition, the finding that depotentiation was significantly greater 
in higher Ca*+ is generally consistent with other studies linking 
NMDA receptor-mediated postsynaptic calcium entry to induc- 
tion of both LTP (Dunwiddie and Lynch, 1979; Huang et al., 
1988; Mulkeen et al., 1988) and LTD (Mulkey and Malenka, 
1992). 

Discussion 

The present study clarifies the distinction between depotentiation 
and the induction of LTD at previously potentiated synapses, 
which has also been called depotentiation. This is appropriate, 
since it is clear that the (usually low-frequency) stimuli used to 
induce LTD actually reverse the process of LTP (Mulkey and 
Malenka, 1993; Barrionuevo et al., 1980; Staubli and Lynch, 
1990; Fujii et al., 1991; Bashir et al., 1993; Larson et al., 1993; 
Bortolotto et al., 1994). Some studies have demonstrated that 
this type of stimulus produces little (Fujii et al., 1991) or no 
(Staubli and Lynch, 1990; Larson et al., 1993; Bortolotto et al., 
1994) depression of control responses. Although unlikely, it was 
possible that control responses were maximally depressed under 
those particular experimental conditions. A more likely possi- 
bility is that the induction of LTD at naive synapses by this type 
of stimulation is age-dependent, such that low-frequency-in- 
duced depression is more likely to occur in younger animals 
(Dudek and Bear, 1993; O’Dell and Kandel, 1994). In addition, 
the threshold for low-frequency-induced depression may be low- 
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Figure 5. Both TB potentiation and depotentiation are graded with respect to stimulus intensity. TB potentiation (solid squares) decreases with 
increasing stimulus intensity, such that the threshold for the failure to induce LTP occurred at 10X intensity (LTP by 1 X TB stimulus (% of 
baseline), 167 ? 17%; 2X, 171 + 30%, p = 0.92; 5X, 130 ? 1 l%, p = 0.10; 10X, 105 2 14%; p < 0.05; p values are the results of independent 
t tests comparing LTP to control LTP; the asterisk indicates significance compared to control LTP). TB depotentiation (open triangles), on the other 
hand, increases with increasing stimulus intensity. Relative stimulus intensity “0” represents the decrement in potentiation 45 min following saturated 
LTP without additional stimulation; all other points represent percentage depotentiation at the respective stimulus intensities (percentage depoten- 
tiation was measured as the average of experimental time points 45 min following the depotentiating stimulus). In these experiments, saturated LTP 
was followed 15 min later by a TB train at stimulus intensities ranging from 2 to 20 times test intensity. Increasing stimulus intensity resulted in 
increased depotentiation, with 10 times test intensity the threshold for significant depotentiation [control (0), 3 + 15%; 2X, 25 t 5%, p = 0.34; 
5x, 39 + 14%,p = 0.14; 10x, 54 f  97 O, p < 0.05, p values are results of independent t tests comparing depotentiation to the control decrement; 
the asterisk indicates significance compared to control]. Full depotentiation of responses plateaued at 15 X intensity (15 X TB depotentiating stimulus, 
107 + 1 I%, p < 0.001; 20X TB stimulus, 103 f  13%, p < 0.01, independent t test). These results indicate that 10 times test-pulse intensity is 
the stimulus threshold for either the failure to induce LTP, or reversal of LTP by TB stimulation; n values appear on the graph for each data point. 
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Figure 6. Afterdischarges are not re- 
quired for TB depotentiation. The chart 
record illustrates sample afterdischar- 
ges recorded in CA1 following a high- 
intensity TB train in normal ACSF (top 
left), and the absence of afterdischarges 
in 4 mM Ca2+ ACSF (top right; chart 
record taken from a single slice). In 
separate experiments, LTP was induced 
by low-intensity TB stimulation 
(dashed arrows; 163 + 8% baseline at 
35 min, n = 6). The high-intensity TB 
train (heavy arrow) was then delivered 
in the presence of 4 mM Ca2+ ACSF 
(bar indicates perfusion time), which 
eliminated afterdischarges. The re- 
sponse measured at 65 min was re- 
duced to 113 ? 5% baseline (n = 6; 
p < 0.0001 compared to potentiated re- 
sponse, paired t test). This represented 
81 + 5% depotentiation (n = 6). This 
result indicates that depotentiation by 
high-intensity TB stimulation does not 
require afterdischarges. 
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er at potentiated synapses than at naive synapses (Wexler and 
Stanton, 1993). Therefore, it is possible that LTD and depoten- 
tiation are actually the same process, but that in adult prepara- 
tions which have undergone potentiation, the threshold for low- 
frequency-induced depression is lowered. 

The results of the present study, however, indicate that there 
is a second route to LTP reversal which is distinct from low- 
frequency-induced depression, and restricted only to potentiated 
synapses. TB depotentiation differs from low-frequency-induced 
depression in that high-intensity TB trains reversed LTP with 
only a 2 set stimulation; low-frequency-induced depression re- 
quires minutes of synaptic activation. More importantly, we have 
demonstrated three distinct forms of plasticity in the same prep- 
aration, one in which low-frequency LTD is readily induced. 
Surprisingly, depotentiation can be induced by the same stimulus 
pattern used to induce LTP, but at a higher stimulus intensity. 
This result is somewhat counterintuitive, since earlier studies 
characterizing LTP in the hippocampus have demonstrated that 
very low stimulus intensities (threshold for evoking responses) 
do not induce LTP, while stimulus intensities severalfold higher 
do (Yamamoto and Sawada, 1981). 

We are aware of few studies in the hippocampus which have 
reported that stimulation like that used to induce LTP either does 
not produce LTP, or reverses preestablished LTI? In one study, 
Harrison and Alger (I 992) found that LTP (100 Hz, 2 set) was 
partially depressed when followed by the same stimulation de- 
livered at 4-8X the intensity. However, depression occurred in 
only about half of the trials, and, in some cases, neuronal re- 
sponsiveness was completely abolished. Bashir and Collingridge 
(1992) demonstrated a transient, NMDA receptor-dependent de- 
pression of naive responses following LTP stimulation delivered 
at double test-intensity (100 Hz, 1 set), in the presence of pic- 
rotoxin (GABA, antagonist). LTP could be obtained in picro- 
toxin with the same stimulation at test pulse-intensity. Their re- 
sults differ from ours, as they found that double test-intensity 
stimulation in the presence of picrotoxin resulted in heterosy- 
naptic depression; in our study, high-intensity TB stimulation 
did not depress control responses in the same (or separate) path- 
ways. Unfortunately, these authors did not examine the effects 
of high-intensity stimulation on previously potentiated synapses. 
These results complement our findings, however, because they 
also suggest that during relatively high-intensity stimulation or 
conditions which increase neuronal excitability, induction of 
LTP is prevented. 

O’Dell and Kandel (1994) recently reported that 5Hz stimu- 
lation reverses LTP in adult guinea pig slices, while the same 
stimulation actually induced slight potentiation at naive synap- 
ses. Like previous studies, however (e.g., Fujii et al., 1991; Bor- 
tolotto et al. 1994), they did not observe low-frequency (1 Hz) 
LTD in the same slices (LTD was observed in slices from young 

animals). These authors did not report the effects of 5Hz stim- 
ulation on naive or potentiated synapses in young rats; however, 
others have shown that such stimulation depresses naive re- 
sponses in young animals (Dudek and Bear, 1992; Bolshakov 
and Siegelbaum, 1994). In any case, the depotentiation observed 
by O’Dell and Kandel in adult guinea pigs appears to be distinct 
from that observed in the present study, since depotentiation in 
their case became ineffective within an hour of LTP induction, 
and depotentiation in the present study was fully effective for 
over an hour postinduction (O’Dell and Kandel, 1994). 

The results of this and previous studies suggest that activation 
of NMDA receptors can trigger induction of LTP LTD, or de- 

potentiation (reviewed in Malenka and Nicoll, 1993). The de- 
pendence of TB depotentiation on NMDA receptor activation 
demonstrated here implies that calcium influx may also be im- 
portant for this form of plasticity, although we have not directly 
tested this. One unresolved question is how can a single trigger 
mechanism induce three different forms of plasticity (Lisman, 
1989; Malenka and Nicoll, 1993; Teyler et al., 1994)? Lisman 
(1989) has proposed a model where opposite changes in synaptic 
strength occur following different levels of calcium influx (see 
also Bienenstock et al., 1982). The results of this study suggest 
that such models may have to be modified to include the prior 
state of the synapse as well. The duration of the calcium ele- 
vation may also have to be considered, as depotentiation in the 
present study was induced by relatively brief stimuli. High-in- 
tensity stimulation will activate a larger population of synapses 
than low-intensity stimulation. We speculate that this results in 
a larger calcium influx during the high-intensity TB train, a 
proposition which can be experimentally tested. At this point we 
can only speculate on the molecular mechanism(s) responsible 
for TB depotentiation. LTD, and the reversal of potentiation by 
5 Hz stimulation in adult animals requires activity of protein 
phosphatases (Mulkey et al., 1993; O’Dell and Kandel, 1994). 
The possible role of protein phosphatases in TB depotentiation 
is worth investigating. 

Many manipulations interfere with induction of LTP, but there 
are relatively few which can selectively erase established LTI? 
One such manipulation may be inhibition of heme oxygenase 
(Stevens and Wang, 1993). Inhibition of heme oxygenase also 
prevents induction of LTP yet does not alter control responses, 
and does not affect low-frequency LTD. These results coincide 
directly with the effects of high-intensity TB stimulation on con- 
trol responses, LTP and LTD. Other studies have demonstrated 
that inhibition of protein kinases suppresses established LTP 
(Malinow et al., 1988; Matthies et al., 1991) in a reversible 
manner (Malinow et al., 1988). Finally, seizure activity inter- 
feres with maintenance of LTP in viva (Hesse and Teyler, 1976), 
although the molecular mechanism of this effect is unknown. 

One implication of depotentiation (as opposed to LTD) is that 
very few synapses in unstimulated slice preparations must be in 
a potentiated state, otherwise the depotentiating stimulus would 
depress control responses. It is possible that potentiation can 
only be reversed at recently potentiated synapses, implying that 
very few synapses in intact animals (and naive hippocampal 
slices) are in a recently potentiated, and hence susceptible state. 
In other words, even if a large percentage of synapses were in 
a potentiated state, one would expect a small percentage of these 
to have been potentiated very recently. We were able to reverse 
LTP up to 1 10 min after induction, but do not know if depoten- 
tiation would occur after several hours. It is also possible that 
the slicing procedure itself somehow resets synaptic strength at 
potentiated synapses to a baseline level. 

What might be the functional implications of high-intensity, 
TB depotentiation? The conditions necessary for depotentiation 
observed in the present study (burst-like activation of a large 
number of afferent fibers) might occur physiologically with syn- 
chronized firing, as seen during seizure activity. Inhibition of 
potentiation with very strong levels of synaptic activation may 
serve a protective function to prevent generalized, nonspecific 
potentiation and subsequent impairment of network functioning 
following seizures. Assuming that LTP represents the cellular 
correlate of memory, and that only recently consolidated LTP is 
disrupted, the consequences of seizure activity would be rela- 
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tively benign: recent memory would be lost (erased), but con- 
solidated information would be intact, and new information 
could be stored right away. In contrast, if seizure activity in- 
duced (and possibly saturated) LTP at a large proportion of 
available unpotentiated synapses, the consequences would be 
much more severe: stored information would be contaminated 
by the “noise” of nonspecific LTP, and new information could 
not be stored until some synapses became available for specific 
potentiation. Memory loss has in fact been documented for ep- 
ileptic or electroconvulsive therapy-induced seizures (Halgren 
and Wilson, 1985; Squire, 1986; Thompson, 1991). Moreover, 
studies have demonstrated that evoking electrographic seizures, 
or mimicking the extracellular conditions during seizures inhib- 
its the induction (Moore et al., 1993) or maintenance of LTP 
(Hesse and Teyler, 1976; Harrison and Alger, 1992). Although 
in this study we show that TB depotentiation occurs in the ab- 
sence of epileptiform activity, this does not preclude the possi- 
bility that repetitive neuronal firing of sufficient magnitude (as 
in a seizure) could affect plasticity in the intact animal. 

In summary, high-intensity TB stimulation exceeded the level 
of synaptic activation required to enhance synaptic strength, yet 
did not result in potentiation. In addition, this level of stimula- 
tion reversed preestablished LTP in an NMDA receptor-depen- 
dent fashion. These findings are generally consistent with pre- 
vious findings which show that differences in the level and pat- 
tern of synaptic activation influence the threshold for induction 
of plastic changes (Christie and Abraham, 1992; Huang et al., 
1992; Wexler and Stanton, 1993), and may determine the form 
of plasticity expressed. 
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